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CRISP 71-49 describes the vacuum requirements for ISABELLE and

established the parameters we have to meet for the hardware design.

These parameters can be summarised as follows:

1) Operating pressure <1O"10 torr (equiv. room temp, pressure).

2) Material to be degassed as well as possible to lower the bulk

outgassing rate to <10"13 tjfc/s/cm2(torr-liter/sec/cm3).

3) Chamber walls to be clean (free of adsorbed gas) to lower the

outgassing rate to <10"13 t^/s/cm2 at room temperature and to

reduce gas desorption due to ion bombardment. This parameter

requires the bake-out procedure of the chamber in situ.

Beam effect: An additional factor to be considered in the design of the

vacuum chamber is the wall current induced by the bunched beam circulating

in ISABELLE. During acceleration the beam gets bunched at a frequency

of 4.5 MH2 in buckets about 120° wide.

We assume an average beam current of 15 A, a bunch length of 120 rf

degrees, and a cosine square charge distribution. Such a distribution has an

rms width or standard deviation of about ± 22° of rf phase and a shape approx-

imating a gaussian curve. The power is calculated for each Fourier component

of the circulating current using the classical rf surface resistance;

R = (-2 u)tio/a)'
2. The sum of these components for several materials and tem-

peratures is shown in the table together with the skin depth at the fund-

amental frequency.



Material

304 St. St'l

OFHC Copper

ii

Temp.

293

4

293

4

Resi

C
7 x

5 x

1.6

*3.2

: m)

10-'

L0"7

x 10'8

x 1O-10

1 Classical
) skin depth

at fu(mm)

2.0 x 10"1

1.7 x 10'1

3.0 x 10"a

4.3 x lO"3

Power
5 cm pipe
(W/m)

20

17

3

0.5
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Power
10 cm pipe
(W/m)

10

8.5

1.5

0.25

it

In this case the published resistivity was increased by a factor of 2 to
account for the magneto-resistance effect at 40 kG.

It is evident from the table above that the beam pipe needs cooling,

whether we keep it at room temperature and use water cooling or,as it is pro-

posed here to cool it down to 4.5°K using helium and provide it with a copper

surface. Eddy current effects will determine the copper's maximum thickness allowable,

For a pipe operating at 4.5°K with a copper surface and a skin depth

of 4.3 x 10~s mm, we have considered the anomalous skin effect. This effect

arises at low temperatures and high electrical conductivities as the skin

depth approaches the mean free path oi: conduction electrons in the wall.

We have assumed that the ratio of dc conductivity to mean free path length

in OFHC copper is approximately the same as is quoted for more pure copper'3)
14 3

and is independent of temperature {oil ~ 15 x 10 mho meter" ) . Using

equations and functions derived and tabulated by Reuter and Sondheimer^3'

this effect seems to change the surface resistance by only a few percent and

does not significantly increase the power dissipation.

Thermal effect; J. Jensen has calculated the heat transfer from the beam pipe

with a copper surface to the dewar and has arrived at the following results

with two different insulation thicknesses:

1) Bake-out condition

5W/m « _ Dewar 4.5°K .—» 4W/m

m7~T
U

6 mm7~T Insulation
U / / -

Chamber 600°K

2) Room temperature operation

0.4 W/m«H Dewar 4.5°K .—» 0.3 W/m

6 3
Dewar 4.5°K .—» 0.3

InsulatioA Y~{a m
cooling fluid ( ^ 2.7 W/m

Chamber 294°K
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3) 4.5°K Operation

Dewar 4.5°K

Insulation

Helium , > 0.5 W/m

Chamber 4.5°K'

It is clear from the above results that unless there is a need to oper-

ate with the vacuum chamber at room temperature, it is more efficient and

economical to cool it down to the dewar temperature during operation as no

separate cooling fluid system would be required.

Beam pipe design; To satisfy the requirements outlined so far, attached are

two possible designs showing different approaches in the bakeout scheme and

in obtaining the copper surface.

From the fabrication point of view, stainless steel is a very desirable

material to work with, it machines readily and is the best material available

to achieve leak-tight welds. It is also hard enough to allow copper gaskets

to be used on flanges where needed. One approach to provide an inner copper

surface is electrodeposition; however,the technology to do it on the I.D.

of long tubes is not developed at this time and may be a difficult problem

to solve. An alternate design (II) would be to have an inner copper pipe.

This approach presents the practical difficulties of welding and brazing un-

wieldy pieces. It is however within the state of the art at this time.

The pipe heating system can be carried out two ways. In (I) a nichrome

tape is wrapped around the pipe and connected to a current source to obtain

the power necessary to bring the system up to 300°C. In (II) the helium gas

itself is used as the heating medium. It is preheated externally to 300°C

and then circulated through the cooling channels surrounding the beam pipe.

Both designs are possible and subject to further development to arrive

at the most desirable compromise. Design (II) will be used for our proposal.
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0.005 th'k Mylar Cover

Super Insulation
6 nan th'k

0.005 th'k Kapton

Copper Plat .•
0.0005 - 0.J010 th'k

ing Channels

L— Inner Tube - 2.160 O.D. (Stainless Steel)

Outer Tube - 2.230 O.D. (Stainless Steel)

005 th'k Kapton
1 0.010 th'k x 3/8 Nichrome

BEAN PIPE I



0.005 thk Mylar Cover

• Super insulation
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Dowar - 2 7/8 I .D.
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Heliuir. channels for cooling
(4°K Helium) and heating
(600°K Helium)

Inner Tube - 2.160 O.D. (OFHC Copper)

Outer Tube - 2.230 O.D. (304L Stainless Steel
OFHC Copper)

or

BliAM PIPE II



The dimensions, OD oi inner tube and ID of outer tube, are to be so toleranced
that assembly sliwn at right will result in a solid composite pipe with cooling
channels. Length min. 10 ft/assembly. Straightness to be within 0.040.
Roundness to be within 0.020. All other dimensions to be within 0.010.
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.0.040

45° Typ.

I

\

1/8 Typ.

2.230 /
OD \ /

,' i

\\ 2.160 '• \
An V

Inner Tube Outer Tube Assembly

BEAM PIPE
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